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THE SOLUTION FOR UNDERGROUND
AND BOTTOM DISCHARGE CONTAINERS

G-series
The reliable g-Series is specifically suited to collect rest
waste and bulky waste along with domestic waste.

UNSURPASSED FLEXIBILITY
This body is based on the well-known geesink compaction mechanism where just a few moving parts
turn around in the waste to prevent against breakdowns and to guarantee a long lifetime. Large pieces
of waste are compacted in the body without any problems, and without causing wear to the structure or
overloading it. with a minimum of greasing points at easy to reach pivot points, first line maintenance is
easy. Featuring an adjustable counter pressure, this bodywork is ideal for wet waste. The hopper is emptied within 23 - 28 seconds by the oversized compaction mechanism. This enables a g-Series to process
large waste volumes from clusters of containers or from industrial containers, without the risk of choking.
The modern, smooth body is easy to clean. advertising stickers can easily be applied to it. with the standard saddle mount, the body can be easily mounted on every suitable chassis. The body can be combined
with various geesinknorba integrated lifting devices or any other brand (according to nEn1501-5).

SAFETY FIRST
of course, the g-Series body with its geesinknorba integrated lifting devices meets all the safety and CE
requirements. Because your safety is of vital importance to us, our control system is upgraded to exceed
the latest safety requirements, to be prepared for the future and is approved by the European notified
Bodies dguV Test (germany/late BgF) and aPaVE (France). For example, by having redundancy in all
control systems, uncontrolled movements cannot occur and are identified to the operators to be remedied,
thus creating a safer working environment for the operators.

THE SOLUTION FOR UNDERGROUND
AND BOTTOM DISCHARGE CONTINERS
geesinknorba g-Series with crane is the solution when underground containers, bottom discharge containers or bags need to be emptied. Containers with mushroom-, three hook- or single hook pick up systems can be handled with the g-Series Crane vehicles. The shape of the chute makes it possible to empty
the containers without spilling garbage outside the chute. all garbage is guided to a very large hopper,
which in a few cycles clears the waste from the hopper.
The crane can be either folded away behind the cabin or can be placed on the crane boom support on
the body roof. For the pick up system a dedicated guidance plate is positioned to prevent damage to body
and pick up system during transport and operation. we have a very broad product range when it comes
to underground containers, this thanks to the variety of customers we are serving for many years now
throughout the globe.

OUR CRANE VEHICLE RANGE
•
•
•
•

KT1
KT2
KT Split
KIggEn

: For underground containers and bulky waste
: For underground containers and bulky waste in combination with bin lift
: For underground containers and bulky waste in combination with full automatic bin lift
: For underground containers, with a complete detachable body.

CrAne Kt1
g-Series Crane KT1 is dedicated for underground containers, bottom discharge containers and bag collection.
with the large rave flap at the back of the chute, the operators can collect plastic bags or bulky waste.
To reduce the rear overhang of the vehicle, the hydraulics and electrics are positioned at the front of the body.

CrAne Kt2
underground container collection vehicle and even more.
g-Series Crane KT is dedicated for underground containers, bottom discharge containers and bag collection. The KT2 has a big
rear wall in the chute, when folded up, the combi bin lift will be available to lift containers from 120 to 360 liter 2 wheel bins and up
to 1600 liter 4 wheel containers. when the large rave flap is lowered, the operators can throw in plastic bags or bulky waste at a
1000mm height.
The bin lift works in manual mode, with hold to run functionality for semi automatic movement.

CrAne Kt-spLit
underground container collection vehicle and even more.
g-Series Crane KT-Split is dedicated for underground containers, bottom discharge
containers and bag collection. The KT-Split has a big rear wall in the chute, when folded
up, the combi bin lift will be available to lift containers from 120 to 360 liter 2 wheel
bins and up to 1600 liter 4 wheel containers. when the large rave flap is lowered, the
operators can throw in plastic bags or bulky waste at a 1000mm height.
The bin lift works in manual mode, with hold to run functionality for semi automatic
movement, like on the KT2, but offers also the possibility to collect 2 wheel bins in a full
automatic mode with independent lifting chairs.

all our products comply with the stringent
European safety norms and CE regulations

options

Extra ergonomic rave flap
Electrical / hydraulic controls to
lower the rave flap, to create extra
comfort for the operators. Instead
of operating the rave flap manually, you can now lower the flap
just by turning a selector switch left
or right.

Full body front cover
Closing of the front of the body will
not only create a nice look, but will
also help you to save fuel.

lED Work lights
LEd work lights will not only create
more illumination of the working
area, due to longer lifetime of LEd
lights you will save also time in
maintenance.

lED Traffic lights
LEd traffic will not only create
better visibility, due to longer
lifetime of LEd lights you will
save also time in maintenance.

Full version cabin controls
To open the tailgate, extract the
waste and close the tailgate till
1000mm from controls in the
cabin. Best way to protect your
drivers from weather conditions
when unloading the vehicle.

Fuel efficient hydraulic
controls
with our load sense technology,
we can offer you our Smart Pack
system. only when hydraulic
pressure is required from the body
or lifting device, the pump will
request the right amount of power
from the chassis engine matching
the pressure required to fulfill the
operation.

remote service support
with our modem, we can look in to
your vehicle from remote, wherever
the vehicle is located in the world.
we can solve the issue from remote
or send a service engineer with the
right material.

KT1

KT2

TEchnical DaTa

G-sarjat

G-sarjat

XXL22

Nettokapasiteetti, m

KT-Split

XXL25

12/14/16

14/16/18

Korkeus alustan rungon yläp, mm

2260

2260

Ulkoleveys, mm

2220

2520

Kokonaispituus sis. peräportti, mm *

5485 - 6335

5485 - 6335

Kokonaispaino asennettuna, kg *

5580 - 6138

5824 - 6395

3

Hydraulijärjestelmä

tailgate

Max.käyttöpaine

285 bar

Work cycle time

28 sec. (optional 23 sec.)

Virtaus

105-130 l/min

Material hopper

High tensile wear plate

Hydraulisäiliön tilavuus

190 litraa

Suodattimet

10 micron painesuodatin

Control system
Cabin control box

- Body counter pressure settings in steps of 10%
- Automatic compaction start settings based on number of containers
- Fault finding in display
- Service reports in display
- Settings adjustable to productivity needs

Diagnose system

- Display cabin control box
- Easy laptop connection at tailgate
- Modem connection to factory

Cylinders
Ejection plate

body length depending double acting,
telescopic cylinders

Yoke compaction mechanism

Dia. 90/60 mm, double-acting

Pressure plate

Dia. 125/60 mm, double-acting

Tailgate lifting

Dia. 80/55, double-acting

Easy plug-in wiring for enhanced reliability of the system

Hose failure protection / load holding valves for the tailgate lift cylinders

The system meets the latest safety regulations approved by Kema (EMC testing) and BGF (CE)

EN 840-1
120L-400L

EN 840-2
500L-770L

EN 840-2
1000L-1200L

EN 840-3
770L-1300L

Kt1

Kt2

Kt split Auto

Kt split Coupled
1700 x 1700

EN 840-4
750L1600L

Underground

Kt1
Kt2
Kt split Lift

Chute opening, mm

1700 x 1700

1700 x 1700

Comb lifting capacity, kg

1950 x 1850

1000

500

1000

Operation

Manual

Automatic

Manual

Cycle time 2 wheel bins

8 sec

7 - 8 sec

8 sec

Automatic

Automatic

Cycle time 4 wheel bins

16 sec

Lift speed control (Up & Down)

Automatic

10 - 14 sec

* will depend on type of binlift

www.geesinknorba.com

standard

optional n.a. not applicable
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